In order to obtain a simple way for the force analysis of metamorphic mechanisms, the systematic method to unify the force analysis approach of metamorphic mechanisms as that of conventional planar mechanisms is proposed. A force analysis method of metamorphic mechanisms is developed by transforming the augmented Assur groups into Assur groups, so that the force analysis problem of metamorphic mechanisms is converted into the force analysis problems of conventional planar mechanisms. The constraint force change rules and values of metamorphic joints are obtained by the proposed method, and the constraint force analysis equations of revolute metamorphic joints in augmented Assur group RRRR and prismatic metamorphic joints in augmented Assur group RRPR are deduced. The constraint force analysis is illustrated by the constrained spring force design of paper folding metamorphic mechanism, and its metamorphic working process is controlled by the spring force and geometric constraints of metamorphic joints. The results of spring force show that developped design method and approach are feasible and practical. By transforming augmented Assur groups into Assur groups, a new method for the constraint force analysis of metamorphic joints is proposed firstly to provide the basis for dynamic analysis of metamorphic mechanism.
Introduction


The metamorphic mechanisms were proposed by DAI, et al [1] , and were studied by the scholars all over the world. YAN, et al [2] , presented topological representation of variable joints. The structural synthesis method of metamorphic mechanisms was developed by DAI, et al [3] using matrix operation of the configuration transformations. LIU, et al [4] , proposed a new metamorphic way by utilizing the coupled links, the linkage relationship, and the characteristics of their kinematic pairs based on the research results on metamorphic ways of metamorphic mechanisms. DING, et al [5] , proposed a new design concept of metamorphic mechanisms according to the research results on topological and metamorphic characteristics of metamorphic mechanisms with the identical links, symmetrical constructions, and assembly. WANG, et al [6] , introduced a theoretical foundation and structural synthesis method of metamorphic mechanisms. LI, et al [7] , developed the Assur group combinatory theory ,applied this concept to metamorphic mechanisms, and proposed the concept of augmented Assur group(AAG). The structural combinatorial theory based on the Assur group connects Assur group with the driving links, and/or other Assur group and the frame, which makes the synthesis process intuitive, convenient and practical. LI, et al [8] , proposed an idea of metamorphic cyclogram and equivalent resistance gradient model of metamorphic mechanisms to investigate the relationship between the kinematic status, resistant forces and constraint forms of metamorphic joints, and to find a new design approach for practical constrained metamorphic mechanisms.
The general constrained metamorphic processes are performed by converting the multi-DOF source metamorphic mechanism into a single-DOF mechanism by constrains of metamorphic joints to form one of the working stages and to keep the working configuration. Then, release the former constrained metamorphic joint free and constrain other metamorphic joint to change the working configuration and form another working stage. The movement of constrained metamorphic joints of metamorphic mechanism is restricted and controlled by kinematic geometry arrangements, geometric and/or force constraints, designated profiles of links and/or joints in the metamorphic working configurations. It is the basic parameter in the design work that determining the constraint force change rules and values to satisfy the working configurations and sequences. The constraint
The structural combinatorial theory based on the Assur group is a kind of structural design and force analysis approach of planar mechanisms. A classical approach for structural synthesis can be traced to ASSUR [9] and the concept of Assur group(AG) which made contributions in the field of structural synthesis and kinematic and dynamic analysis of planar mechanisms. MANOLESCU, VERHO, MRUTHYUNJAYS and SOHN, et al [10] [11] [12] [13] , studied the structural analysis of kinematic chains and mechanisms applying the concept of group, binary chains and dual graphs respectively . GALLETTI [14] presented a modular approach to planar linkage kinematic analysis, LI and HONG [15] proposed a method for computer identifying and modeling of Assur group of planar linkages. CHUENCHOM and KOTA [16] used adjustable dyads. CHU and CAO [17] [18] [19] used an improved graph to study type synthesis of 1-DOF 6-bar and 8-bar linkages, including the use of component group or module of the Assur group. Structural of planar mechanisms with dyads was designed by VEEGER [20] . TANG and SUN [21] introduced a method of computer-aided combination of Assur groups, and SHAI [22] proposed topological synthesis of planar mechanisms through Assur graphs.
The structure theory and analysis method based on AG (or dyad) is one of the mostly used ways of composing and analyzing of planar kinematic chains, and it can be easy computerized.
However, there is no proposed symmetric expression approach which can analysis the constraint forces of metamorphic joints with the way of conventional planar mechanisms up to now. The AAG will be degenerated into equivalent AG in the constrained metamorphic presses. On the other hand, the kinematic and dynamic analysis of metamorphic working configurations can be studied based on degenerated AG to provide a convenient and efficient way for the kinematic and dynamic analysis of metamorphic mechanism.
A systematic way for the constraint forces analysis of metamorphic joints was developed based on the AAG in this paper, and a unified approach and efficient way for the kinematic and dynamic analysis of metamorphic mechanism were provided as that of conventional planar mechanism.
Analysis Approach of Metamorphic
Mechanisms Based on the AAG
Assur group
According to the structure theory of mechanisms based on AG, any planar mechanism is formed by adding an element of AG to driver link, the frame and/or the former AG . Class II Assur groups are mostly used in the planar mechanism design. Class II AG is formed by two binary links with three joints of revolute(R) type and prismatic(P)
type. An AG of three revolute R-joints is called as RRR-element in the group. The five structural forms of class II AG are shown in Fig. 1 . 
Class II augmented Assur group
If an additional binary link and a R/P joint are inserted into the class II AG, the mobility of the augmented group becomes one instead of the zero of class II AG which is called augmented Assur group of Class II. The nine structural forms of class II AAG are shown as in Fig. 2 . One of the joints of AAG should be constrained during the corresponding metamorphic working stages of constraint metamorphic processes, and then the constrained AAG will be degenerated into AG [7] .
